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ABSTRACT 
Let F he a field of arbitrary characteristic, and assume A and B are square 
matrices, over F, each having a single elementary divisor with associated eigenvalue 
in F. We express the multiplicities of the elementary divisors of A @ B and A @I + Z 
@B in terms of the ranks, over F, of appropriate matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be square matrices, over a field F, each having a single 
elementary divisor with associated eigenvalue in F. 
For F= Q= the elementary divisors of A@ B and A@1+ 1@ B were 
determined by A. C. Aitken [I] and W. E. Roth [12]; alternative proofs were 
given by M. A. Gauger [4] and M. Marcus [8]. For arbitrary F algorithms for 
computing the multiplicities of the elementary divisors of these matrices 
have been given by J. A. Green [5], J. H. Lindsey [7], T. Ralley [6, 10, 111, 
and B. Srinivasan [13]. 
In this paper (Theorem 4) we characterize the multiplicities of the 
elementary divisors of A @B and A @ I + I @B in terms of the ranks hk of the 
matrices Hk which are defined as follows: if A and B are of size m and n, 
respectively, with m > n, then for each k = 0,. . . , n define the k + 1 by k + 1 
matrix 
Hk= 
m+n-2k )I m-k+i-j ’ 
where i and i are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <i,i <k. 
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This characterization simplifies the computation of these multiplicities. 
They are given directly in terms of the hk’s. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper F denotes a field of arbitrary characteristic p > 0, 
and all matrices are regarded as having entries in F. Given matrices A and B, 
we denote by A @ B and A @ B the tensor product and direct sum, respec- 
tively, of A and B. If A and B are similar, this is denoted by A-B, and the 
rank of A is written as r(A). Also, by M,,(F) we mean the collection of all n 
by n matrices with entries in F. 
It is convenient to denote by I = Z,, the n by n identity matrix (suppress- 
ing the subscript when there is no ambiguity). The n by n matrix with n - 1 
ones down the first subdiagonal and zeros elsewhere is denoted by N = N,,. 
For all mZ0, n>O we define 
M =L+I@,N,+~+N~+~@‘L+~ m,n 
N 
Z N = 
: **- *‘a I 9 withm+lblocksofN,+,. Z N 
Throughout this paper blank entries in matrices are taken to be zeros. 
Given a vector space V, over F, with ordered basis (c,, . . . ,c,), it is 
convenient to take c, = 0 if k B {I,. . . ,n}. Lastly, if A is a matrix having 
(i, j)th entry uii, we write A = (uii), specifying the row and column indices and 
their ranges. 
3. THE FIRST REDUCTION 
Using our basic tool, Lemma 1, we reduce the calculation of the 
elementary divisors of A 63 B and A 8 I + I @ B, for appropriate A and B, to 
the calculation of the ranks of powers of certain matrices associated with the 
M,,,fl (Lemma 3 and Theorem 1). 
LEMMA 1. Let A EM,(F) have all its eigenvalues in F, and let X be a 
particular eigenvalue of A. Assume the elementary divisors of A associated 
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with h are (X- X)k, occurring n, times, for all k > 1. Define r,,= s and for 
k 2 1, rk = r((A - Xl)k). Then 
nk=rk+l-2rk+rk-l for all k > 1. 
This result follows on adapting an argument in [2, p. 1541. 
We study M,,,, by regarding it as the matrix of a particular linear 
transformation, on a vector space, with respect to a particular basis, and then 
by decomposing the vector space into a direct sum of subspaces on which 
the linear transformation is well behaved. 
Let V and W be vector spaces, over F, with bases (a,, . . . , a,,,) and 
(b,,...,b,), respectively. Then 
is a basis of V @ W, and we order this basis lexicographically. Now define 
u:V@W+V@W by u(aiC3bj)=ai@bj+,+ai+l@bi for all basis elements 
of V@ W. Recall that we take a,=0 if k>m and bk=O if k>n. The matrix 
of u with respect to this basis is just M,,_. Ordering the basis antilexico- 
graphically, we get M,,,, as the matrix of u. Thus we assume throughout this 
section that m and n are fixed nonnegative integers and m > n > 0. 
It is helpful to visualize the basis of V 63 W as an m + 1 by n + 1 
rectangular array of dots, where the dot in the (i, j)th position represents 
a, 69 bi. Then u maps a given dot into the sum of the dots immediately to the 
right of and below the given dot. Missing dots are taken to be zeros. Denote 
U= V 8 W, and define U(t) to be the subspace spanned by {a, 63 bi : i + j = 
t}, for all t > 0. The basis elements of U(t) lie on an appropriate slanted line 
through the basis array of U. For example, in Fig. 1, we take m =3, n = 2 and 
show the lines for t = 1 and t = 3. Also we show the action of u on a,@ b, and 
a,@bb,. Note that for all k,t>O 
tn+n 
u”(U(t))cU(t+k) and U= tFO U(t). (3.1) 
Since m, n, and F are fixed, we use the notation M(k) = (M,,,Jk and 
r(k) = r( M( k)). For all k, t > 0 such that k + t < m + n, define M( k, t) to be the 
matrix representation of u k : U(t)+ U( t + k) with respect to the (lexicographi- 
tally ordered) bases {ai@bi:i+j=t} and {ai@bi:i+j=k+t}. Lastly, for 
all k, t > 0 define 
if O<k+t<m+n, 
if m+n<k+t. 
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FIG. 1. m=3, n=2. 
LEMMA 2. 
(1) Zf t > 0, then 
c t+l if O<t<n, 
arnqt)= ;;‘n_t+l if n<t<m 1 if m<t<m+n, 0 if m+n<t. 
(2) Zf k,t>O and k+ t<m+n, then 
M(k,t)=[ (r+f-i)]’ 
where i and i are the row and column indices, respectively, 0 < i <dim U( t + 
k), 0~ j<dimU(t), and 
if O<t<t+k<n, 
if O<t<n<t+k, 
if n<t<t+k<m+n. 
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Here we take 
( r+:-j)=o if r+i-_i<O. 
Proof. (1): These formulae may be obtained by counting the dots on the 
appropriate lines through the basis array of U. 
(2): It is easily verified by induction that for all k > 0 and ai @ bi a basis 
element of U 
uk(aiC3bi) = 2 ( ~)ai+s@bi+k_-s. 
s=o 
(3.2) 
Hence, for example, the action of u k on the first basis vector in U(t) is 
uk(ao@bt)=( i)ao@bt+k+ ‘.. 
if O<t<t+k<n, 
if O<t<n<t+ k, and 
if n < t < t + k <m + n. Note that the coefficients of a, CS br+k, a, C4 
t+ k_ i + 1 on the right side of (3.2) are all zero. This is why 
n 
LEMMA 3. For all k > 0 
m+n-k 
r(k)= c r(k,t). 
t=o 
(3.3) 
Proof. If k <m + n, (3.3) follows immediately from (3.1). When k >m + 
n, we have r(k) = 0 by definition, and taking the empty sum on the right of 
(3.3) to be zero, we again verify (3.3). n 
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THEOREM 1. Let m>n>O. Suppose A,,A,EG+,(F) and B,,&E 
M,,+,(F) each have a single elementary divisor (X-Xl)“‘+‘, (X-XZ)m+l, 
(X- /Q)n+l> and (X- j.q+1, respectively, where O#h,, ~1~ and A,,&, pI, p2 E 
F. The elementuy divisors of A, C4 B, and A,@ I + Z 63 B, are (X-X, pl)k+l 
and [X-(X,+p2)lk+‘, respectively, each occurring with multiplicity r( k + 2) 
- 2r(k + 1) + r(k), for all k > 0. 
Proof. We may assumeA,=h,I+N,,,+, and B,=P~Z+N,,+~. Let 
1_1l AC1 . . . 1. 
1 A;” ] 
Then B,-P( pIZ+ N,+&P-‘= P~Z+A-‘N,+~. Taking B1=ylZ+X-lN,,+l, 
then 
A,@BB,= 
N 
B N 
Let 
Z 
Q= Bl-’ 
B’ N 1 + Al Eld- 
B,” 
soA,@BB,- @A,@ B,)Q -‘=h, pLIZ+ M,,,. By Lemma 1, Xk+’ occurs as an 
elementary divisor of M,,, with multiplicity r(k+2)-2r(k+l)+r(k). It 
easily follows that (X - X, j4Jk + ’ occurs as an elementary divisor of A, @ B, 
with the same multiplicity. 
Taking A,=h,Z+N and B,=p2Z+N, then A,@I+IC3B,=(X,+&Z+ 
M . The same argument proves that [X - (X, + p2)lk+l occurs as an elemen- 
taTdivisor of A, C3 Z + Z @B, with multiplicity r( k + 2) - 2r( k + 1) + r(k). w 
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4. THE MAIN RESULT 
By Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 the calculation of the elementary divisors of 
A @B and A @ Z + Z @B, for appropriate A and B, has been reduced to the 
calculation of the ranks r( k, t). Assuming A and B are of sizes m + 1 and 
n + 1, respectively, and m > n, we reduce the calculations to just the ranks 
r(m + n - 2s,s), 0 <s < 7r - 1. In Theorem 4 we give explicit formulae for the 
multiplicities of the elementary divisors of A 63 B and A @ Z + Z @B in terms 
of these ranks. 
As usual, we assume throughout this sect&n that m > n > 0. 
M. A. Gauger and C. I. Byrnes [3], and T. Ralley [ll] have proved, 
independently, that the number of elementary divisors of A @ B and A @I + Z 
@B, or, what is the same, of M,,,,, is min{m+l,n+l}. We compute the 
elementary divisor of highest exponent (the minimal polynomial of M,,,) and 
the number of times it occurs as an elementary divisor of Mm,n. 
THEOREM 2. The minimal polynomial of M,,,, is Xm+n--s+‘, where s is 
the smullest nonnegative integer such that 
4 m+n-s m >, 
Moreover, it occurs as an elementary divisor of M,,,, s + 1 times. 
Proof. For all k > 0 
M(k) = 
where 
( ) : Nk-” i.1 0 k 1 Nk-’ k Nk 0 
if q>k. 
Clearly M(k) = 0 if k >m + n, so we consider M(m + n). If 
Pt( 
m+n 
m >y 
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then r(m + n) = 1, and by Lemma 1 X”+“+ ’ occurs with multiplicity 1 as an 
elementary divisor of M,,,. Thus the theorem is true in this case. 
If 
from the identity 
(mm+“)=(m+mn_l)+(mm+“rl) 
it follows that p divides either 
( m+;-l) and (mmfT;I) 
or neither coefficient. Repeating this argument we see that if s is the smallest 
nonnegative integer such that 
4 m+n-s m I> 
then p divides none of 
( m+n--s > m-i ’ O<i<s, 
and p divides all of 
( m+n--s+l > m-i ’ O<i<s-1. 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show, by Lemmas 1 and 3, that 
r(m+n-~,t)=1f0r0<t~s.Since0<s~n,then0<t~n~m~t+m+n- 
s, and by Lemma 2(2) 
(4.1) 
where 0 < i <s - t is the row index and 0 < i < t is the column index. Since 
the sum of any two adjacent columns of (4.1) is zero modulo p and the first 
column is not zero modulo p, r(m + n - s, t) = 1. H 
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Assuming, as usual, that m >n > 0, then uk is injective on U(t) if 
t+k(m,andsor(k,t)=dimU(t).Ifn<tandm<t+k,thenukissujective 
on U(t), and in this case r( k, t) = dim U(t + k). From Lemma 2(l) it follows 
that 
t+1 if O<t<n and t+k<m, 
r(k,t)= n+l if n<t<t+k<m, (4.2) 
m+n-(t+k)+l if n<t and m<t+k<m+n. 
The ranks r(k, t) which are not covered by (4.2) are those for which 
O<t<n and m<t+k<m+n (n’ ranks in ah). The next three lemmas 
reduce the problem to computing the n ranks for which 0 < t <n and 
k=m+n-2t. 
It is convenient to introduce the triangular array R = [ rii], where 0 < i <m 
+nandO<j<m+n-i. Definerii=r(m+n-(i+i),i)[therankof zP+~-~-~ 
restricted to U(i)]. The formulas (4.2) now read 
if O<i<n and n<j<m+n-ii, 
if n<i<m and n<i<m+n-ii, (4.3) 
if n<i<m+n and O<j<min(n,m+n-i). 
The n2 unknown ranks are just rji, 0 <i,j <n - 1. The triangular array is 
introduced because it has some general properties which are used later on, 
and the computation of the multiplicities in Theorem 3 use more elements of 
R than just the n2 unknown ranks. 
LEMMA 4. 
(1) LetO<i<m+n. ForO<j<m+n-i, 
(2) LetO<j<m+n. ForO<i<m+n-i, 
rii < r. t+l i qi+l. 
Proof. (1): Let k= m+n-(i+j+l), so rij=r(k+l,i) and ri,i+l=r(k,i). 
Now r(k,i)=dimuk(U(i))>dimuk+l (U(i))=r(k+l,i). Since dimker(uIU(i 
+ k)) < 1, we have r( k + 1, i) = dim u k+l(U(i))>dimuk(U(i))-l=r(k,i)-l. 
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(2): With k as in (l), u k+ ‘( U(i)) c u k( U(i + l)), so that rii = r( k + 1, i) < 
r(k,i+l)=‘i+r,i. Also dimU(i+l)<dimU(i)+l, so ri+,,i=r(k,i+l)= 
dimuk(U(i+l))<l+dimUk+l(U(i))=rii+l. n 
LEMMA 5. Li?t 1 <S <?Z-- 1. Then 
i 
r 
r S-l,S= 
S-l,s-I if Ts,s ~~s_l,s-l+L 
Ll,s-l+l if r,,,=~,-~,,-~+2. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 
T s-l,s~Ts,s~Ts-l,s+~ 
and 
r s-ll,s--l~Ts-ll,s~Ts-l,s-l+~~ 
(4.4 
(4.5) 
so rs-l,s--l Qr,_,,, <rs,s <rs-l,s + 1 Gr,_,,,_, +2. Suppose rs,s = r,_l,s_l. 
Since rs_l,s-lQr~_l,s~rs,s, then r,_l,s=r,_l,s_-l. If r,,.=r,_l,s-l+2 and 
r S_l,S = rsml s--l, then Ts,s = r,-,,, +2, contradicting (4.4). By (4.5) it must be 
the case that r,_i,,=r,_r,,_r+l. 
Assuming that rs,s=r,_l,s_l+l, we show that rS_-l,S=rS_-l,S_~. Since 
l<s<n-l<m+l<m+n-s, byLemma2(2), 
M(m+n-2s,s)= 
K 
m+n-2s 
m+n-2s+s-n+a-b )I 
K m+n-2s = m-s+a-b )I 
where a and b are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <a <s 
and 0 < b <s. Perform the following operations on M(m + n - 2s, s). Add the 
kth row to the k + 1st row for k = s,s - 1,. . . ,1. Then add the k + 1st column 
of the new matrix to the kth column for k = 1,. . . , s. The resulting matrix is 
( m+n-2s+l m+n-2s+l m+n-2s . . . m-s > m-2s+l m-2s 
( 
m+n-2s+2 
) ( 
m+n-2s+2 . . . 
D= m-s+1 m-2s+2 1 ( 
m+n-2s+l 
m-2s+l 
( 
m+n-2s+2 
) 
m+n-2s+2 . . . m+n-2s+l 
m m-s+1 m-s > 
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and r(D) = r,,8. Deleting the first row and last column of D leaves M(m + n - 
2s + 2, s - l), which we denote by A, say, so r(A) = rS _ l,s _ I. Beginning with 
M(m+n-2s+l,s-l), add the kth row to the k+lst row for k=s,s- 
1 , . . . , 1. The resulting matrix (call it B) is just D with the last column deleted, 
and r(B)= r,_,,,. We are assuming that r(D) = r(A) + 1, and we claim that 
r(B) = r(A). If the first row of D is a linear combination of the other rows of 
D, then the first row of B is a linear combination of the rows of A and 
r(B) = r(A). If the first row of D is linearly independent of the other rows of 
D, then the last column of D, with the first entry deleted, is a linear 
combination of the columns of A [otherwise r(D) = r(A) + 21. 
Let A, and Ci$ denote the pth column and row, respectively, of A. If 
( x1, x2, . . . , x,) is the first row of B, then X = (x,, x, _ i, , . . , xl)’ is the last column 
of D. Suppose that X = ciA, + csA, + . . * + c,A, for some constants ci E F. 
Notice that A is symmetric about the main skew diagonal [that is, uii = 
r~,_~+i,~_~+i if 1 <i,j Qs, where uii denotes the (i,j) entry of A]. 
For O<p<s-1, we have x~_~=~~_~c~~~+~,~=~~~,c~u~_~+,,,_, and 
( x~,xz,...,xs)=c~~~+cc2~~_-l+~~~ + c, W, . Thus the first row of B is a linear 
combination of the rows of A, and again r(B) = r(A). 
LEMMA 6. 
(1) Let 0 <s < [(n + m)/2]. Then 
'i, 2s - i =min{i+l,r,,,} ford i=O,l,..., s. (4.6) 
(2) Let 1 <s < [(n + m)/2]. Then 
‘i,Zs-l-i =min{i+l,r,_,,,} for all i=O,l,..., s-l. 
Proof. (lj: If n <s < [(n + m)/2], from (4.3) it follows that 
ri 2s-i= 
i 
i+l if O<i<n, 
n+l if n\<i<s 
and rss= n + 1, so (4.6) is valid in these cases. 
If b<s<n, then rs,,= r(m+n-2s,s)=r(M(m+n_2s,s)). Since M(m+ 
n - 2s, s) is a square matrix of size s + 1 by s + 1, then r, s <s + 1. Hence (4.6) 
holds when i = s. Since s =0 forces i =0 in (4.6), we now assume that 
1 <s <n - 1. Let 1 be the smallest nonnegative integer such that 1 <s, 
‘i,Zs-i = i + 1 for all 0 <i <I, and rl,2s_l <Z + 1. If there is no such 1, then (4.6) 
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is valid. Otherwise we show that rz as_ l = rl+ 1 %_,_ Ir using an argument 
whichcan berepeated to show that r;+12s_I_11r~+22r_z_2=... =~,_~~+i 
=r J,S. This will complete the proof of (4.6). ’ 
First note that ri,2s_i = i + 1 for 0 <i < 2s - n by (4.3), SO 2 >2s - n, and 
by Lemma 2(2) 
where a and b are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <a < 2s 
-1 and O<b<Z. 
Define 
A= 
m+n-2s )I m--2s+Z+a-b ’
where a and b are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <a < 2s 
- 1 and 0 < b < Z + 1. Deleting the last column of A, we obtain M(m + n - 
2s, I), which we call B. Deleting the first row of A, we obtain M(m + n - 2s, Z 
+ l), which we call E. If the first row of B is a linear combination of the 
other rows of B, then r(B) <r(E). 
If the first row of B is not a linear combination of the other rows of B, we 
again claim that r(B) <r(E). This will follow from the fact that the last 
column of E is not a linear combination of the other columns of E. We prove 
this fact by showing that if the last column of E i.s a linear combination of 
other columns of E, then the first row of B is a linear combination of the 
other rows of B, contradicting our initial assumption. 
LetE=[eii],where1<i<2s-Zand1<j<Z+2aretherowandcolumn 
indices, respectively. Also let B = [b,], where 1 f i d 2s - 1 + 1 and 1 < i <I + 
1 are the row and column indices, respectively. Note that Z + 1 < 2s - 1, since 
Z<s-1 and bl,i=e,+,_i,l+2 for 1 < / & 1 + 1. Let Ei denote the jth column of 
E, and gi the ith row of B. Suppose El+z=c,E,+c,Ez+**. +c~.+~E~+~. 
Hence b,,i=el+,_i,l+z=~~+=llcieI+z_i,i. But [e,], 1 <i <Z+l and l< j <I+ 
1, is symmetric about the main skew diagonal (that is, eii = er+a _ i,1+2_-i for 
all l<i,i<Z+l). Thus b,, Z:+,:ciel+z_i,i for l<i<Z+l, and 
We now show that r(E) <r(B). It is convenient to denote by B(j) and 
E( i) the jth column vectors of B and E, respectively. Let q = r(B), and let 
B(i,), . . . , B(d) be a set of q linearly independent columns of B, where 
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l<i,<.** <i,<Z+l. For each j satisfying l<j<Z+l, B(j)=Z~,,)\i,B(i,) 
for some +t E F. Then E( i + 1) = 27, &E(i, + l), and every column of E, 
except possibly the first, can be written as a linear combination of E(i,+ 
1) , . . . , E( iq + 1). If ii # 1, then E(1) is a linear combination of E(i, + 
I), . * . , E(i, + 1) and r(E) <r(B). 
Suppose i, = 1. Let j,, be the smallest positive integer such that there is a 
linear dependence among the columns of B involving a nonzero multiple of 
B( ia). Since r(B) <Z+ 1, such a j,, exists. Hence i, = 1,. . ,,iiO_r = j,,- 1. 
Suppose hiOB( ja) + Z:“_i, + ,)CB( t) = 0, where 0 + +, and all & E F. Then 
1+1 
+$( i,) + 2 &E(t) =a (4.7) 
t= jo+l 
If j,+I<t’<I+l, X,,#O, and t/=$+1 for some /, then i>ia-I. If 
t’#ii+l for any i, then E(t’)=~~_ioXt,_l,tE(it+ 1). Substituting in (4.7), we 
note that no nonzero multiples of E( jo) are introduced, and thus we get a 
linear dependence among E( i, + l), . . . , E(iq + 1). Hence r(E) <q - 1+ 1= 
r(B). 
(2): The proof is exactly analogous to that of (1). W 
For fixed m > n > 0 we define 
h, = ‘-kk 
i 
if O<k<n, 
0 if k<O. 
It is advantageous, for the proof of the next theorem, to observe that R is 
symmetric. That is, rii=rji for all O<i<m+n and O<j<m+n-i. From 
(4.3) this is immediate if O<i<n and n<j<m+n-ii, or if n<i<m and 
n<j<m+n-i, or if n<i<m+n and O<j<n. Assuming O<i,j<n-1, 
then 
rij=r(m+n-(i+j),i)=r(M(m+n-(i+j),i)) 
m+n-i--j 
=r 
m-j+a-b ’ )I 
where a and b are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <a < j 
and 0 < b Q i. Denote C= M(m + n - i - i, i), and let c, denote the a, b entry 
of C, where O<a<j and O<b<i. Similarly 
rp=r(m+n-j-i,j)=r(M(m+n-j-i,j))=r[( ,“‘t~~~~~)], 
where a and b are the row and column indices, respectively, and 0 <a < i 
and O<b<j. Let D=M(m+n-j-i,/), and let d& be the a,b entry of D, 
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where OCa<i and O<b<i. Note that dob=~i_-b+l,i_-n+l for all O<a<i 
and O<b<j. Also c,b=di_b+l,i_a+l for all O<a<j and O<b<i. Let C, 
denote the bth column of C, and q, the atb row of D. If t&c + t,C, 
+ . . . + t,Ci = 0 for some scalars tb. then it follows that t09{ + t,gi_ r 
+ . . . + ti 9, = 0. Let (?, denote the atb row of C, and Db the bth column of 
D. If s,D,+s,D,+... + sjDj = 0 for some scalars s,, then .s,& + slei_ r 
+... + st6?,, = 0. From these facts it follows that r(C) = r(D) (that is, rii = ‘ii). 
THEOREM 3. Let m >n > 0, and fbr each k > 0 let s, denote the multipl- 
icity of Xk+l as an elementay divisor of Mm,* over F. Then 
(1) s,=O if eitherO<k<m-n-l or k>m+n, 
(2) for O<k<n 
S m+n-2k= 
( 
3+2(k-h,) if hk_l=hk-l, 
0 otherwise, 
(3) for l<k&n 
%n+n-2k+l= 
4+2(k-h,) if hk_2=hk_1=hk-2, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. (1): By Le mma 1, s,=r(k+2)-2(k+l)+r(k). If k>m+n, then 
r(k+2)=r(k+l)=r(k)=O and s,=O. 
Let O<k<m-n-l. Then sk=r(k+2)-2r(k+l)+r(k)=E’II-+0n-k-%(k 
+2,t)-22~~,,“-k-1r(k+1,t)+E~&“-kr(k,t), by Lemma 3. If O<t<m-k 
-2, then r(k+2,t)=r(k+l,t)=r(k,t)=min{t+l,n+l} by (4.2). If m-k 
<t<m+n-k-2, then by (4.2), r(k+2,t)-2r(k+l,t)+r(k,t)=[m+n- 
(t+k+2)+1]-2[m+n-(t+k+l)+l]+[m+n-(t+k)+l]=O. Hence 
m-k-2 
Sk= tzO [r(k+2,t)-2r(k+l,t)+r(k,t)] 
m+n-k-2 
+ ,sz_k [r(k+2,t)-2r(k+l,t)+r(k,t)] 
+r(k+2,m-k-l)-2r(k+l,m-k-1) 
+r(k,m-k-l)-2r(k+l,m+n-k-1) 
+r(k,m+n-k-l)+r(k,m+n-k) 
=n-2(n+l)+(n+l)-2(1)+2+1=0. 
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(2): Suppose O<k<n. Observe that h,=~~=r(rn+n--2k,k)=r(M(m+ 
n - 2k, k)) < k + 1, since, by Lemma 2(2), M(m + n - 2k, k) is a matrix of size 
k+lbyk+I.Thereforeh,,<l, andbyLemma4, hk_i<hk<hk_i+2holds 
for all OGk<n. If k>O then, 
s m+n-2k =r(m+n-2k+2)-2r(m+n-2k+l) 
+r(m+n-2k) by Lemma 1 
Zk-2 2k-1 
= x r(m+n-2k+2,t)-2-2 r(m+n-2k+l,t) 
t=o t=o 
+ F r(m+n-2k,t), by Lemma 3 
t=o 
2k-2 2k-1 2k 
= z: Tt,2k-2-t-2 x ‘t,Zk-l-t+ 2 ‘t>2k-t 
t=o t=o t=o 
k-2 k-l 
=2 x Tt,2k-2-t+rk-l,k-l-4 2 ‘t,2k-1-t 
t=o t=o 
k-l 
+2 z: rt>2k-t+ ‘kk2 by the symmetry of I?. (4.8) 
t=o 
Suppose that hk_ I = hk. The ranks in (4.8) can be arranged in a table as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). The rows are indexed by j=2k,2k-1,2k-2, and the 
columns are indexed by i =O, 1 ,...,k. The entry in the jth row and ith 
column is 5 /_i, which is computed using Lemmas 5 and 6. If k >0, then 
s m+n_2k=hi-4hk+2hk+hk=0. If k=O, thens,,,+,=r(m+n+2)-2r(m+ 
n+l)+r(m+n)=r(m+n)=r(m+n,O)=r~=hO. Since O=h_,=h,, thus 
s Tll+n= 0. 
Assume hk_-l = hk -2. The ranks in (4.8) may again be arranged in a 
table, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The entries in the body of the table are 
computed using Lemmas 5 and 6. In the present case k >0 (otherwise 
0= h_, implies that h,=2, contradicting ho < 1). If hk - 2 <k - 1, then 
=2(h,-2)-4(hk-1)+2(h,-l)+[k-2-(h,-2)+1][2(h,-2)- 
$~k”1?)+2hk]+hk-2-4(hk-l)+2hk+hk=0. If h,-2=k-1, then 
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2k 
2k-1 
2k-2 
0 1 . . . h,-I hk . . . k-l k 
1 2 . . . hk hk . . . hk hk 
1 2 . . . h, hk . . . hk 
1 2 . . hk hk . . . hk 
(a) hk-l=hk 
0 . . h,-3 h,-2 h,-1 ... k-2 k-l k 
2k 1 . . . h,-2 h,-1 h, ... h, hk hk 
2k-1 1 ... h,-2 h,-1 h,-1 ... hk-1 hk-1 
2k-2 1 ... h,-2 h,-2 h,-2 ... h,-2 hk-2 
(b) hk--l=hk-2 
0 . . . h,-2 h,-1 ... k-l k 
2k 1 . . . h,-1 hk . . . hk hk 
2k-1 1 . . , h,-1 h,-1 ... h,-1 
2k-2 1 . . . hk-1 hk-I ... h,-1 
(C) hk-l=hk-l 
FIG. 2. 
h+n-2k =h,-2-4(h,-1)+2(h,-l)+h,=O. Since h,<k+l, then hk-2 
<k-l, and we have shown that s,,,+,_~~=O whenever h,_,=h,-2. 
Suppose now that hk_ 1 = hk - 1. Using Lemmas 5 and 6, the ranks 
appearing in (4.8) are arranged in the table of Fig. 2(c). If hk - 1 <k - 2, then 
s m+n_2k=[2(hk-l)-4(hk-l)+2hk][k-2-(hk-l)+l]+hk-l-4(hk-l) 
+2hk+hk=3+2(k-hk).Ifhk-1=k-1,thens,+,_2k=(hk-l)-4(hk-1) 
+2hk+hk=3=3+2(k-h,). If h,-l=k, then sm+,,_2k=hk-1-4(hk-1) 
+2(h,-l)+h,=1=3+2(k-h,), so that sm+,_2k=3+2(k-hk) whenever 
hk_-l=hk-l. 
(3):ByLemma4,if1<k(n,thenhk_2<hk_l<hk_2+2andhk_,<hk( 
hk_ 1 + 2, so there are nine cases to consider: 
(i) hk_2= hkpl=hk, (ii) hk_2= hk--l= hk- 1, 
(iii) hk_2=hk-1=hk-2, (iv) hk_2=hk_-l-l=hk-l, 
(v) hk_2= hk_l-l= hk-2 (vi) hk_2=hk-1-l=hk-3 
(vii) hk_2= hk_1-2=hk-2 (Viii) hk_2=hk_~-2=hk-3 
(ix) hk_2= hk_1-2= h,-4. 
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Now 
Zk-3 Zk-2 
= z. r(m+n-2k+3,t)-2 z. r(m+n-2k+2,t) 
2k-1 
+ tTo r(m+n-2k+l,t) 
Zk-3 Zk-2 2k-1 
rt,2k-3-t -2 c rt,2k-2-t+ 2 rt,2k-1-t 
t=o t=o 
k-2 k-2 k-l 
=2 2 ‘t,,k-3-t -4 2 Tt,2k-2-t-2rk-l.k-l+2 x ‘t,2k-1-t. 
t=o t=o t=o 
(4.9) 
For case (iii) the ranks appearing in (4.9) are computed using Lemmas 5 and 
6, and are arranged in the table of Fig. 3. In the table the rows are indexed 
by j =2k - 1, 2k -2, and 2k -3, while the columns are indexed by i, 
0 <i <k - 1. The i, i entry in the table is ri,i_ i. From the table we see that 
=(2(h,-2)-4(hk-2)+h,-l)(k-2-(h,-2)+1)-2(hk-2)+ 
;;knz?)‘=‘4+2(k- hk). 
The computations in cases (i), (ii), (v), (vi), and (ix) are analogous to case 
(iii), and in each case s,,, + fl _ 2k + i = 0. 
ln cases (iv), (vii), and (viii) we again get s, +,,_ak+ i = 0, but we also get a 
little extra information. For example, if hk _2 = hk_ 1 - 1= h, - 1, then one 
can show that s,,,+n_2k+i= -2(k-h,). Since hk_2<k-l, then h,<k. But 
by definition s,,, + n _ 2k + i > 0, so we must have hk = k. Similarly if h,_, = hk_ 1 
-2=h,-2, then $,,+,-2k+l =0 and hk=k. If hk_2=hk_1--‘2=hk-3, then 
S m+n_2k+l=0 and h,= k+l. a 
0 . . h,-3 hk-2 hk-I ... k-2 k-l 
2k-1 1 ... h,-2 h,-I h,-I ... hk- 1 h,, - 1 
2k-2 1 ... h,-2 h,-2 hk-2 ... h,-2 h,-2 
2k-3 1 ... h,-2 h,-2 h,-2 ... h,-2 
Frc. 3. hk_2=hk_1=hk-2. 
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COROLLARY. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3, suppose 
l<k<n. Then 
(1) hk _ 2 = hk _ 1 - 1 = hk - 1 implies that h, = k, 
(2) hk_2=hk_1-2=hk-2 implies that hk=k, 
(3) hk_2=hk_1-2=hk-3 implies that h,=k+l. 
Using the Waterloo computer, tables of the multiplicities of the elemen- 
tary divisors of M,,,, have been drawn up for 0 < n <m < 15, for each p = 2, 
3,5 and 7 (see [9]), For each p = 2,3,5 and 7 the hk’s for 0 Q n <m < 30 have 
been tabulated. From these tables it is apparent that each of the conditions 
in the Corollary does actually occur. 
THEOREM 4. Let m>n>O, and let A,,A,EM,+,(F) and B,,B,E 
M,,+,(F) each have a single elementary divisor (X-hl)m+c’, (X-X$‘+‘, 
(X- Cll)n+l, and (X - &LZ)n+‘, respectively, where 0 #X,, t+ and X,, X,, t_+ p2 E 
F. The elementary divisors of A,@E, and A,@I+Z@B, are (X--Xl~Jk+’ 
and [X - (X, + pFLz)lk+‘, respectively, each occurring s, times, for all k > 0, 
where the s, are as in the statement of Theorem 3. 
Proof. Having determined the elementary divisors of M,,, in Theorem 
3, we use the argument in the proof of Theorem 1 to get the elementary 
divisors of A,@& and A,@I+ I@BB,. n 
J. A. Green gives formulae ((2.3a), (b), and (c) of [5]) which can be used 
to compute the elementary divisors of M,,,,. While no computation of ranks 
is necessary, these formulae are rather difficult to apply in practice. In the 
simplest case, p = 2, (2.7d) and (2.5a) of [5] suffice for these computations. 
Theorem 3 is closest to the algorithm of T. Ralley [ll]. The method of 
[ll] reduces the calculation of the elementary divisors of Mm,*, where 
m > n > 0, to calculating the elementary divisors of Q= (XI+ N,t+i)“‘+‘, 
where X is an indeterminate, over F, and NL+r is the transpose of N,,,,. 
For 1 < r d n + 1 define c(r) = the largest integer k such that rank( @ = T, 
where 1 < i < r is the row index, k < j Q n + 1 is the column index, and the 
rank is over F(X). The resulting sequence has the form c(1) = * . * = c(rl - 1) 
>c(rJ= . . . >c(rS) = . . + = c(n + 1). Let r,,= 1, and define 
I*(O) = n + 1- c(ra) + 1, 
p(k) = drk- 1) - dTk), l<k<s, 
p(k)=m+l-c(r,)+r,, O<k<s. 
By [II, p. 4831 the elementary divisors of M,,,n are X “ck), y(k) times, 0 < k <s. 
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Factoring 
X0 
(Xz+N,r+l)m+l= x’ . I_ * 
X m+l 
X" 
X 
8.5 
1 (z+N,‘+,)“+’ X" 
y--n+1 
we can replace X by 1 in Q and work over F. 
The advantage of Theorem 3 is that the multiplicity s, of Xk+r as an 
elementary divisor of Mm+ is determined by at most three of the hi’s, and 
from m, n, and k we can predict which hi’s must be calculated. This is 
important because the following two conjectures and the knowledge of the 
number of elementary divisors of M,,, together imply that only those s, for 
which k + 1 is a multiple of p must be calculated to determine all the 
elementary divisors of M,,,,. 
CONJECTURE 1. If s, > 1, then k + 1 is a multiple of p. 
CONJECTURE 2. If s4, i = 1,. . . , t, are precisely those nonzero sk and if 
m-n<i,<i,_,<... <i,<m+n, 
-s4_, for i=2 ,..., t. 
then sil=m+n-ii,+1 and s4=ii_,--ii 
Both conjectures are true in case p = 2 (the proofs are based on (2.5a) and 
(2.7d) of [5]). Of course they have been checked against tables for 0 <n < m 
< 30 for each p =3, 5, and 7. 
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